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but about the middle of the seventeenth century appear Different
indications of a different outlook on agriculture. Hitherto
all discussions of the agrarian problem had assumed as
axiomatic that the primary purpose of agriculture was to
grow corn for the nation and to support on the land as great
a number of men as possible. The indictment of pasture-
farming had rested on the conviction that it violated both
these postulates of agrarian economics; and the ' decay of
tillage ' and ' depopulation ' were the staple arguments used
for two centuries against the conversion of arable into
pasture. In the second half of the seventeenth century these
arguments began to lose something of their appeal. The low
price of corn allayed the apprehensions of famine, and the
export of corn abroad, stimulated by the bounty, gave a
visible assurance of a surplus in normal seasons \ Moreover
the expansion of industry and trade created a demand for
labour in the towns and provided an outlet for labourers dis-
placed in the country. After the Restoration the belief was
widespread that England was under-populated 2, so that the
contraction in the volume of rural employment, consequent
upon the conversion of arable, raised a problem not of over-
population but of the maladjustment of population—although
the Restoration Government showed its complete misappre-
hension of the situation by its enactment of the Law of
Settlement, which sought to chain the labourer to a fixed
place of abode3.
A group of writers began to come under the influence of The argu
the new economic tendencies.   Lee,' minister of the Gospel', ^*°^
definitely discarded the ethical standpoint of Tyndale and ^terest,
Latimer *.   " Have not landholders ", he asked, " as much
reason, and may they not with as good conscience put their
lands to the best advantage ? " 5  Lee was not indifferent to
the interests of the poor, which he claimed had been safe-
guarded in the enclosure of his own parish at Catthorpe in
Leicestershire;   but he was not opposed to sheep-fanning
since he was prepared to trust to the promptings of self-
1 Infra, pp. 453 seq.	* Infra, vol. iii. 164.
1 Infra, vol. iii. 457.	* Supra, vol. i. 161-162.
1 Lee, A Vindication of a Regulated Inclosure (1656), 9.

